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Dear Water Tower,
While your spring front article was great I was a tad bit disappointed to see that the girls running faces for seven hours failed to get a shout out.
Sincerely,
A disappointed fan

Dear Water Tower,
As I was walking to work early this morning, I saw an old man in a wheelchair passing me on the sidewalk. He was wearing a black cap and a white shirt. As I passed him, he looked up at me and smiled. I thought it was a friendly gesture, but then I realized that the man was wearing a white cane.

This former army veteran was scowling at the formerly opened space, just a little to think about when you think the only people rustling through your head. As he neared each blue bin on the curb, he slowed his wheelchair and peered into the contents. What you might have imagined is that he was looking for food.

Heritage-Tracing (in the White House). Obama has announced that he plans to visit the 300-person town of Moneygall, Ireland in the end of May in order to trace his Irish roots. Moneygall citizens have been cleaning, repainting, and have even written a welcome song for Obama. Mr. President, is this really the time? Could you not have just gone on ancestry.com? Oh, and a welcome song? Overkill, guys.

The New Terror Alert System: The US government has announced a new terror alert system called the Water Tower. According to his Twitter apparently he woke the cab driver up with a “shower of 100s” the next morning.
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**Smart Beauregard**

Marché raises price of $2 dollar tortilla chips to $7.99

Royal wedding called off; couple elopes in...Davis Center

WT tunes staff agree: Maroon 5 is the best

Breakfast is most important meal for 800th year straight

---

**The Huffington Post**

1. **Pretend to be one, be-

other: This is a game where you pretend to be someone or something else. It is a way to express your creativity and have fun. You can choose to be anything you want, whether it be a animal, a character from a book or movie, or even a completely made-up character. The goal is to convince others that you are truly that character, and it can be a lot of fun to see how many people you can fool. It is a great way to let your imagination run wild and have a good time.

2. **Keep saying things like “well, even-

the white people's accent last year.”

This is an example of how people can become more aware of how they speak. The quote is from a person who is trying to speak in a way that is not their natural accent, and they are doing so intentionally. This is a way to show that they are trying to be more considerate of others and not make assumptions based on how someone speaks. It is a good reminder to always be mindful of how we speak and to try to understand others from their perspective.

3. **Send them to a non-existent place, such as

the William Jenkins Philosophy Grotto.

This is an example of how people can become more aware of their surroundings. The quote is from a person who is trying to send someone to a place that does not exist, and they are doing so intentionally. This is a way to show that they are trying to be more creative and have fun. It is a good reminder to always be mindful of our surroundings and to try to think outside the box.

4. **Tell the parents that their daughters will

very, very well taken care of.

This is an example of how people can become more aware of their responsibilities. The quote is from a person who is trying to reassure the parents that their daughters will be taken care of, and they are doing so intentionally. This is a way to show that they are trying to be more responsible and take charge. It is a good reminder to always be mindful of our responsibilities and to try to take care of others.

5. **Count on their drug of choice.

This is an example of how people can become more aware of their addictions. The quote is from a person who is trying to count on their drug of choice, and they are doing so intentionally. This is a way to show that they are trying to control their behavior. It is a good reminder to always be mindful of our addictions and try to find healthier ways to cope.
The water tower: a practical and poetic statement

Upon entering UVM, every student is given a key card, a brandable reusable bag, a huge folder of papers, and a water bottle. At various functions throughout the year, UVM gives out at least $10,000 worth of water bottles (this figure is a rough estimate). You would think that because of this, every student would better incorporate water bottles into their daily get-up.

1. Stick it up.

2. Wash your water bottle.

3. Look for quality that won’t kill you.

I am often made to feel that every thought my brain can summon will eventually be shared, and I am continually forced to wonder if I am not being observed. I have seen the face of one you love, and it seems akin to the rattling of chains and bones, but when the clocks proclaim the hour, midnight, their call draws the marrow from your bones. They are not the ones that we lost and love.

The clocks betray time and still read midnight. No matter the strength of your heart’s love, the warmth and strength comes slowly to your breath. The dread feeling is conquered by your love. The silence of the room was terrible and it went on for what felt like hours. Another silent sound entered the room. It was the sound of the water bottles, and their silence was broken by the sound of my own breath. The silence of the room was terrible and it went on for what felt like hours. Another silent sound entered the room. It was the sound of the water bottles, and their silence was broken by the sound of my own breath.

AS YOU LAY YOUR BONES TO BED, YOUR LUNGS TRY TO REFUSE BREATH
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Wasting Light: Or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Enjoy the Foo Fighters (again.)

by jeremy klein

Once upon a time, I would have told you that the Foo Fighters were my favorite band. Songs that were equal parts powerful and catchy were enough for me. Plus, all of their music videos ranked (and still do) as some of the best that I had ever seen. “Big Me” was the first song I learned to play in full on the guitar, and I wore my Foo Fighters sweatshirt with pride. Life was good.

But, as my interest in music expanded, and I began discover new bands, I came to a troubling realization: the Foo Fighters, the band that had a large part in getting me into music, were really nothing special. The songs on a Foo Fighters album basically boiled down to on the one hand, the singles, and on the other, the filler. And while the singles were generally great songs, the filler felt uninspired and served only to do as the name implies: fill up space so as to achieve an acceptable album length. Even their singles seemed to decrease in quality with each subsequent album. Their songs were losing the edge that made the band so enjoyable early on in their career, and were instead beginning to sound like the classic rock bands that influenced them— except they sounded less like a classic rock band in their heyday, and more like a classic rock band past their prime, trying to stay relevant by releasing new albums. Acoustic, folkly songs included on albums to break up the monotony felt uninspired, and failed to do anything but reaffirm that the Foo Fighters had become a modern rock AC/DC formulac.

Obviously, my own opinion on the band’s recent output had no impact, as they continued to be nominated for the “Best Rock Album” Grammy, and sell out shows put had no impact, as they continued to be nominated for the “Best Rock Album” Grammy, and sell out shows. But as I got into bands like Talking Heads and Pavement, I became an indie snob, laughing off the very idea of a guitar solo. The Foo Fighters had effectively dropped off my radar. Needless to say, I was a little shocked when I happened to come across the details of the next Foo Fighters release. The next album of the best-selling, stadium playing, world famous band, entitled Wasting Light, was recorded in front man Dave Grohl’s garage. In addition, it featured Grohl’s former Nirvana bandmate Krist Novoselic on one song, and was produced by former Nevermind producer Butch Vig. So, three out of the four people responsible for the most important rock album of the past twenty years were working on an album in a garage (probably one of the more punk rock places to record an album). My interest had certainly been piqued. I became hopeful that the band I once loved, the band that had made me start to enjoy music, would put out an album that I could enjoy as in the days of old.

“I became hopeful that the band I once loved, the band that had made me start to enjoy music, would put out an album that I could enjoy as in the days of old.”

Unfortunately, “White Limo” is really the only song to fully embrace the rough-around-the-edges garage aesthetic. Despite this, the songs still sound way more inspired than they have in recent memory— once again, being equal parts powerful and catchy. “Rope,” and “Walk” perfectly exemplify this, as songs that will have their place among the better-known Foo Fighters material, and hold their place in countless stadium show set lists. Also of help to the album is that the band cut the acoustic crap, allowing for no break in the album’s flow of being an absolute rock album. Overall, there are about five or six songs on Wasting Light that are truly great, while none of them are truly terrible.

Perhaps most importantly, Wasting Light has gotten me to not care anymore, and just embrace the Foo Fighters for what they are: a good rock band that is capable of producing truly awesome songs. Their first two albums (Foo Fighters and The Colour and the Shape) are great albums, and songs like “Everlong” and “My Hero” will go down as some of the best rock songs maybe ever. So even as my taste continues to grow, I can’t abandon and forget where that taste originated. The Foo Fighters might not be as innovative, or even as good as everything else I listen to, but I can always count on them to provide me with four minutes and eleven seconds of musical enjoyment. Time to dust off the old sweatshirt.